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The folding behavior of origami-inspired metamaterials is often described by linear rotational
springs and rigid faces. However, other folding modes and multistatbility appears when assuming
elastic faces, specially when assuming (non-euclidean) crease patterns in 2D or 3D where a high
number of hinges meet at their vertices. Instead, here we study multistability by exploring the
use of non-linear material behavior implemented as bistable hinges. By drawing a similitude to
atomic crystals, we are able to classify the complex folding behavior that non-linear elastic origami
metamaterials undergo, where we identify transitions from rigid to elastic to amorphous behavior
upon increasing the strength of the bistability. As a result, our study gives a better understanding
and provides a tool to control multistable metamaterials for future applications.

cient art of origami is often used as inspira-
echanisms that allow a sheet to transform into

3D shapes [1]. These mechanisms are interest-
e design of morphing structures with a wide

applications [2, 3] spanning from heart stents
ntraocular implants [5] to airbags [6] and so-
arrays for satellites [7]. The underlying fold-

ami patterns are typically described by a set
aces connected by linear or zero-stiffness rota-
ings (i.e. rigid origami), and their folding be-
iginates from the arrangement of the hinges.
escription, deformations are only allowed by
group of hinges through a limited number

ays (i.e branches). Following such approach,
tructures can be designed to become flat fold-
], self-folding [10–12], pluripotent [13] or recon-
[14]. Nonetheless, if the hinges are not assigned
ountain-valley configuration, folding an origami
rom a flat state to a specific 3D shape is not
rward as multiple branches meet at this state

no longer assuming perfect rigidity of the faces
can stretch or bend) additional degrees of free-
ar that could guide the folding behavior of the
tures. Such description, referred to as elastic
reates soft modes along the branches [17], while
orting deformations outside of the soft modes.
, reducing the constraints on the deformations
more folding pathways, allowing the sheets to
ltiple energy minima (i.e. multistability) that
en in the fully rigid origami description [18, 19].
gly, these complex energy landscapes originate
etrical features and have been studied for vari-
i structures based on prismatic building blocks

quare twist pattern [18], the Miura-ori pattern
the hypar [21], among others [19, 22, 23].

e@amolf.nl

Here we introduce multistability in elastic o
assuming bistable hinge behavior. The goal of t
is to describe and understand the interactions
these non-linear hinges in elastic origami and t
on the self-folding behavior of initially flat shee
tract and classify interesting behaviors that co
from such interactions, we focus our work on a
simple double-symmetric 4-vertex origami. Th
has previously been described in the rigid origa
[24, 25] and can be used as a first exploration
how non-linearity can select certain stable path
states over others. However, the interaction be
non-linear and the elastic behavior is not res
this model and can potentially occur in any elas
material that exhibits pre-stress, e.g., through
tuation or external loading.

Our findings in this study are mostly obtai
a numerical model that predicts the deformati
origami-inspired metamaterial, which we qua
validate by performing experiments. In parti
varying the strength of the bistability, both nu
and experimentally, we probe the potential be
the origami-inspired sheets, where we employ
methods used for 2D atomic crystal lattices t
several regimes in their behavior, and the corre
limitations.
Bistable origami hinges.—Each origami te

can be represented by a set of hinges. To ach
linear behavior, each hinge is represented as a
spring characterized by a symmetric double-w
tial energy Eh following

Eh = kh
(θ2 −Θ2)2

(Θ)4
,

in which θ is the fold angle. We define the ene
zero at the rest angles Θ and −Θ, with an ener
of kh (Fig. 1a), making the hinge bistable. Not
hinge is at the top of the energy barrier when
its flat state, and has equal probability of fold
way.
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a) Energy of the bistable hinge modeled as a
double-well potential. b) Experimental realiza-

bistable hinge made by connecting two rigid faces
2.5 mm PLA) with an elastic hinge (0.5 mm thick
wide silicon elastomer) and a pre-stretched spring
and lspr long silicon elastomer). c) The two stable

he bistable hinge are characterized by a folding an-
Relation between the measured average torque T
angle θ obtained by cyclic loading (five times) of a
tspr = 0.5 mm and lspr/lflat = 0.82, fitted by our

he standard deviation in experiments is indicated
ickness of the line. Fit of e) the rest angle Θ and
rgy barrier kh for different lspr and tspr, where the
are determined from the diagonals of the covariance

mentally, such a bistable hinge can be fabricated
cting two rigid faces with an elastic hinge [17]
e-stretched spring (Fig. 1b and Supplemental
Experiments). Importantly, this hinge has two

sitions corresponding to the hinge folding to Θ
(Fig. 1c). We characterized a bistable hinge
ring the relation between torque and fold angle
tational test machine (Supplemental Material:
nts). Fig. 1d shows the average response of a
h tspr = 0.5 mm and lspr/lflat = 0.82, where
mm is the spring length when the fold angle
Note that we observe two distinct regions in
e-angle response of the bistable hinge. First,
close to zero the hinge behaves as our double-

ntial. Second, for larger angles the spring no
ntributes to the total energy since it is no longer
. The energy can therefore be described by only
behavior of the silicone elastomer hinge.

rmore, the bistable behavior of the hinge can be
easily changed by varying the rest length lspr

ness tspr of the pre-stretched spring. We exem-
ese results in Fig. 1e-f by performing additional
nts for a range of lspr, and fitting the data to

our double-well potential for small angles (Sup
Material: Experiments).

Combining hinges into a single vertex.—To
ploring interactions between multiple hinges, we
four of these non-linear hinges into a double-s
4-vertex [24] (Fig. 2a). While typically in elasti
faces can bend and stretch, here we only in
the stretchability of the faces [17]. This simp
model and reduces the degrees of freedom of
tem. We achieve this by constraining the face
since such deformation could be modeled by
additional hinge [26], which would change the
our vertex. Moreover, we also do not take int
the dynamics during folding [27], as this would
the computational requirement considerably, a
mostly interested in the potential stable states t
be reached. Note that this model can no longer b
ered as a thin sheet model that is often used in
however, the face stretching can be interpreted
ing and stretching of the hinges in experiment
For the sake of simplicity, we will still refer ou
as origami. The stretching of the faces is mo
placing linear springs with stiffness ks along
(Fig. 2a), introducing stretch energy Es (Sup
Material: Simulations). As a result, the verte
energy (E = Eh + Es) depends on two stiffnes
eters ks and kh, and the rest angle Θ. Import
stiffness parameters can be reduced to a single
ter κ = kh/ks, which defines the strength of th
behavior, and can be used to vary the behav
vertex between rigid and elastic. Note that for
lations L = 1, so the normalization of ks with r
L has the same value and therefore κ is dimen

To determine the folding behavior of the 4-v
the probability to find it in a certain state, we u
Carlo simulations. Assuming an initial hinge len
to L, we randomly perturb the nodal position
the flat state using a normal distribution with a
deviation of 0.2L (Supplemental Material: Sim
which is approximately similar to an imperfect
of the vertex in experiments. Next, we release t
and let the vertex relax to its local energy minim
a Sequential Quadratic Programming algorithm
mental Material: Simulations). We repeat thi
Nsim = 1000 times for a range of combinations
Θ, and use a two-step clustering algorithm to id
stable states (Supplemental Material: Simulati
find that the vertex deforms into 16 different sta
when starting from a nearly flat state. Howeve
sidering symmetries we can reduce them to fo
stable states (Fig. 2b), which we refer to as the
the Dome (D), the Saddle (S) and the Miura
state.

To demonstrate the existence of the stable sta
in simulations, we fabricate two prototypes of th
symmetric 4-vertex by combing four bistab
(Fig. 2d), where we use lspr = 30 mm and lspr

to obtain Θ ≈ 0.3π and Θ ≈ 0.6π, respectiv
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Schematic of a double-symmetric 4-vertex with hinge angles θ1−4 and edges with linear spring stiffness ks

b) Relative appearance of the four different stable states against the two control parameters Θ and κ. Ex
ed stable states and the corresponding hinge orientation (0, + or -) are shown for the parameters indica
mbol. c) Branches (solid lines) and sub-branches (dashed lines) that exists for the 4-vertex, obtained by a
mi description. When assuming an elastic origami description, the hinge angles tend to the circles (Θ =

riangles (Θ = 0.75π). d) Experiments of two different prototypes of the vertices characterized by rest angles
0.6π. Triangles show results from experiments in which the vertex was flattened and released, while squ
ts in which the vertex was manually deformed towards the potential stable state prior to release.

riment, we flattened both vertices on a surface,
ly released them (Movie 1), approximating the
ditions used in the simulations. The results are
in Fig. 2d and marked with a triangle. We ob-

at after the release from the flat configuration
x with Θ ≈ 0.3π always folds to the Fold state,
vertex with Θ ≈ 0.6π folds into the Miura-ori

te that in this experiment the dynamic behavior
rtex after the release dictates the folding path
esulting stable state as it snaps to the final de-
. For this reason, we decided to perform a sec-

riment to further scan the existing stable states
rototype. For this, we manually deformed the

nto the remaining three states (marked with a
Fig. 2d). We found that for Θ ≈ 0.3π the vertex
in all configurations. In contrast, for Θ ≈ 0.6π

always snaps to the Miura-ori state, indicating
r states are unstable and the Miura-ori state is
stable state for this particular design.

purely on the observed stable states and the
ents of the rest angle in Fig. 1d, we can qual-

match our prototypes with a vertex for which
.5 in our simulations. It is important to note
simulations only capture partially the observed
in experiments, and therefore this value of κ
ides a rough comparison. Specifically, in ex-

s face bending will never be infinitely rigid, and
ching effectively occurs mostly at the hinges as
s have a finite size [28]. In fact, these hinges
out-of-plane deformation and will buckle under

ion, which are effects not captured in our model

(Supplemental Material: Experiments). Such
could be captured by introducing additional s
model the hinges [29].

Rigid and elastic vertex behavior.—We can d
four stable states we found in simulations an
ments into two categories, depending on the ori
stability. In the first category, the stable states
from a rigid origami description. In this descri
double-symmetric 4-vertex has two main bran
four sub-branches (Fig. 2c) [24]. Therefore,
gory comprehends the Fold and the Miura-ori
responding to the main branches (solid) and
branches (dashed), respectively (Fig. 2c). Not
define the Miura-ori state as a state where one
opposite sign compared to the other angles, and
necessary imply the typical Miura-ori design
characteristic of these states is that the elast
increases with an increase in κ (Supplemental
Fig. S8), since the faces do not deform and as
stretch energy Es ≈ 0.

The second category comprises states that re
stretching. These states are the result of t
origami description combined with the torqu
ing from the bistability. The elasticity trans
branches and sub-branches of the vertex into so
such that deformation outside of the branches i
Since the bistability forces all the fold angles
wards ±Θ (Eh ≈ 0), face stretching occurs. F
ple, when Θ = 0.25π (or 0.75π) the fold ang
vertex try to move to the circular (or inverted
lar) markers in Fig. 2c, which lie outside of the
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g from a rigid origami description. The stable
responding to this category are the Dome, the
d the Miura-ori states. They correspond to all
ign combinations of the rest angles that do not
ce crossing [30]. The energy of these states is
ized by a dependency on Θ (and not on κ) since
tic energy is dominated by the stretch energy
Supplemental Material: Fig. S8). Note that the

state belongs to both categories since it is re-
oth the rigid origami sub-branches, while also
considerable face deformations for a range of

rs, making it dependent on both Θ and κ.

is of vertex tessellations.—Having characterized
states and their origin for a 4-vertex, the next
tessellate this vertex in a square lattice, effec-

ating a mechanical metamaterial [31]. By doing
n determine how the vertices interact with each
uch a material and how this affects the overall

ehavior. We first focus on a square lattice that
f 4×4 vertices (Fig. 3a), where we set Θ = 0.25π
10−1.5 according to approximated values based
periments of a single vertex. Starting from the
uration, we perform the same Monte Carlo sim-

s for the single vertex.

racterize the stable states of the material and to
e whether the folding behavior originates from
elastic framework, we first analyze the state of

ex in the deformed material. We use the sec-
of the clustering algorithm previously employed
ental Material: Simulations), from which we
4 state matrix. Each entry of this matrix repre-
of the four potential stable states of the vertex

. Moreover, for each entry we also consider the
n of the stable state. Here, the Fold state has
tions (| and −), the Dome and Saddle state are
c in all directions, and the Miura-ori state has
tions (>, <, ∧ and ∨) as illustrated in Fig. 3b.
all states have a positive and negative orienta-
nding to which side the hinge folds (either + or
o simplify the analysis we consider both to be
c. Interestingly, we find that the stable states
terial follow two different behaviors. Most of

ations result in a stable state whose state ma-
periodicity smaller than the total size of the

erial, while the other simulations present folding
with similar periodicities separated by bound-
. 3c).

lyze and understand these results, we draw a
of our multistable origami metamaterials to 2D

ystal lattices. We let each vertex of our meta-
correspond to an atom position and each stable
ate to a different type of atom (Fig. 3b). The
ion of these stable states in the specific vertex
an form periodic origami crystals with defined
, just as a combination of atoms can form pe-
stals. Furthermore, as with atoms [32], these
rystals can have defects. Specifically, only two
defects can occur: crystal boundaries between

the same type of crystals, and boundaries bet
similar crystals. Other possible atomic defec
the addition or subtraction of atoms, which for
materials implies the addition or subtraction o
and thus the change of the tessellation. Followin
minology used in 2D atomic crystal lattices, if
material has only one type of crystal with all
oriented in the same direction we call it monoc
(mc), whereas if there is any type of defect w
material polycrystalline (pc) (Fig. 3c).

Potential stable states in the tessellations.—W
plying this classification to our simulated meta
we obtain one type of crystal with a unit cell of
tices (Fig. 3c), characterized by a checkerboar
of Dome and Saddle states that we call the Dom
(DS) crystal. In n/Nsim = 0.81 of the simulati
Nsim = 1000 the number of performed simulat
obtain a monocrystalline DS (mcDS) material
the remaining simulations we obtain polycrysta
terials with only one type of boundary. This bo
characterized by two neighboring crystals that
mirrored images, thus we call it a twin bounda

We then perform more simulations using a
parameters in the search for other types of cry
select two rest angles Θ = 0.25π and Θ = 0
correspond approximately to the rest angles o
periments, while we vary κ. From these simula
identify two additional types of crystals, whi
fer to as the All-Fold (AF), and the All-Miura-
(Fig. 3d). These crystals have unit cell size equ
and 2×2 (due to the +/− symmetry), respectiv
that for the AM crystal we observe two types
boundaries: rotational (AMr) with rotated c
the boundary and mirror boundaries. We furt
tify two different mirror boundaries that result
ferent folded shape, the twin (AMt) with lon
mirrored crystals, and slip (AMs) with shifted
(Fig. 3e and Supplemental Material: Fig. S9). T
respond to the three different arrangements th
boring unit cells can have. Interestingly, the A
does not show any defects in our simulations,
correlate to the fact that the fold state comes
rigid origami description. Furthermore, we find
between AM and DS crystal (MDinter), and AM
crystals (MFinter), but not between DS and A
(Fig. 3e and Supplemental Material: Fig. S9
interfaces seem to only occur between crystals
ing from the same description, MDinter from t
origami, and MFinter from the rigid origami de

From these results we observe that at κ = 1
material forms only DS crystals at low Θ and
monocrystalline and polycrystalline patterns a
To demonstrate the existence of these crystals
tal defects, we built a 4×4 material with vertic
low Θ ≈ 0.3π and high Θ ≈ 0.6π. We first
the material and quickly released it (Movie 1
to the experiments performed for the single ve
find that the metamaterial with low Θ always f
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le of a twin boundary (AMt) and an interface between different crystal types (MFinter) observed in pcAM

ental validation of two metamaterials characterized by rest angles Θ = 0.3π and Θ = 0.6π. Triangles sh
riments in which the material was flattened and released, while squares show experiments in which the ma
deformed towards the stable state prior to release.

terial after the release from the flat configura-
e the metamaterial with high Θ folds to either a
a pcAM with all possible defects (AMr, AMt,
MFinter) as marked with a triangle in Fig. 3f.

performed the second experiment where we de-
e material to specific states to obtain all possi-
states. For the low Θ metamaterial, we addi-

btained DS and AM crystals, both monocrys-
d polycrystalline with some defects (DSt, and
MFinter, respectively) as marked with a square
. On the contrary, for the high Θ material we
btain any additional crystal or crystal defects.

to the single vertex experiment, the simulations
etamaterials are a simplification of reality and
do not necessarily demonstrate the exact fold-
ior observed in experiments. However, all ma-

stals and crystal defects are reached at both low
Θ. These results match qualitatively with our
ns, and even though we cannot make quantita-
ictions for which a more detailed model should
[29], we find enough resemblance between the
tes observed in experiments and simulations.
, we are confident that we get essential insights
results obtained from simulations for which we
rm a larger number of studies, and explore a
ge of parameters or unit cells.

o elastic transition.—Next, to determine how
th of the bistable hinges affects the behavior of

material, we identify all crystals and their de-
e previous parameter study (Supplemental Ma-
ystal characterization). In Fig. 4a we show the
e of simulations of the material with Θ = 0.25π

(n/Nsim) that are either monocrystalline or
talline, indicated for each crystal type. For l
of κ we only observe mcAF crystals. However,
creasing κ, a sudden transition occurs to a diffe
talline metamaterial. We find that the mcAF s
sitions to a mcDS state at κ ≈ 10−2.5. Interest
transition happens at the same κ as in Fig. 2a
single vertex goes from the Fold state to the Dom
dle state (for Θ = 0.25π). We observe the sam
transition for a material with Θ = 0.75π (Fig. 4
transitions are a clear indication of a transition
rigid origami behavior represented by the mcA
to an elastic origami behavior represented by
DS crystal or AM crystal.

Elastic to amorphous transition.—Additiona
increasing κ further, we notice that polycrystall
materials start to appear, and the amount of m
talline metamaterials decreases (Fig. 4a). We d
the average linear crystal size present in a sin
material vcrys (Supplemental Material: Crysta
terization). This crystal size shows how large
of an average crystal of a specific type is and
used to indicate the size of crystals. Here, it r
a characteristic length-scale for the influence th
tex has on its neighbors [33]. In Fig. 4c we
distribution of the average crystal size in a m
rial against κ for all the DS crystals with Θ
Note that the thickness of the vertical lines in t
shows the probability density of 100 simulation
performed for each κ. We see that the averag
size decreases when κ increases, even reaching
some cases at κ > 10−0.4. This means that t
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hree main
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ble states
the result
the bista-
in bound-
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s.

ed defor-
e lattice,
origami-

e systems
ctuation)
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brication
such as
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lus could
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) Percentage of simulations (n/Nsim) for which the
te is either monocrystaline or polycrystaline, indi-
each crystal type with a) Θ = 0.25π and with b)
. Distribution of crystal size (vcrys) against κ for c)
d d) a 8× 8 material. The black dots represent the
he distribution. Examples (asterisk) of stable state
owest vcrys.

his metamaterial characterized by vcrys = 0 has
defined crystal domains, and is only composed
(Fig. 4c). Following the analogy of 2D atomic

ttices, we find that the deformed state of the
erial is amorphous.

repeating the same simulations for a larger
erial consisting of 8×8 vertices (Fig. 4d), we still
his decrease in the crystal size with κ. However,
t yet observe a metamaterial with vcrys = 0.
lest crystal size we obtain is vcrys = 2, where
material consists only of unit cells that are sep-

defects (Fig. 4d). Here it should be noted that
ved stable state in this example does not appear
pletely random, and is characterized by 2 re-

he same 4×4 periodicity, separated by a line of
e thus observe the importance of the material

more specifically, the effect that edges have on
ity and folding behavior of the crystal domains.

On the one hand, for smaller sizes of the meta
the edges dominate the behavior since they rela
deformation of defects, and thus allow for mor
stable states. On the other hand, for a larger m
rial the bulk behavior dominates and the face
tion is restricted by the neighbor vertices. Note
same observations can be made for metamate
higher Θ = 0.75π (Supplemental Material: Fig

Importantly, these results indicate a chan
havior upon an increase of κ, from elastic orig
well defined crystals to an amorphous material
defined deformations. In contrast to the sud
sition from rigid origami to elastic origami obs
lower κ, the transition to an amorphous materia
to be continuous, and depends on the material
plemental Material: Fig. S11).

Outlook.—In this work we show the rich beha
appears in origami-inspired metamaterials wh
bistable hinges. By applying methods that
used to analyze defects in atomic crystal lattic
able to determine the most important paramete
fect the metamaterial’s behavior, and identify t
regimes. (i) For weak bistability, hinge folding d
face stretching and the metamaterial behaves
to a rigid description. (ii) Upon strengthening
bility, a sudden transition occurs to periodic sta
that depend on face deformations, and that are
of the elastic description. (iii) Strengthening
bility further introduces defects, creating doma
aries between several stable regions with decrea
tal size, and leading to the point where the m
rial’s behavior becomes completely amorphou
transitions are independent of metamaterial s
ever edge effects can affect them at smaller size

While we significantly simplified the allow
mations in our models and only consider on
we expect these transitions to occur in most
inspired metamaterials and even other foldabl
where elasticity, geometry and pres-stress (a
interact. Note that higher values of κ are not
considered in engineering systems today, but
that they can be achieved with new origami fa
techniques using more responsive material
liquid crystal elastomer [34], 3D printed hydr
inflatable soft robotic sheets [36], or by h
unstable behavior such as buckling [37]. T
the identification of these three regions is i
to determine how to control the folding
While in case of rigid origami, a global stimu
guide the folding behavior of the sheets, in
elastic origami the stimulus needs to be d
according to a length-scale governed by the c
istic crystal size. With these considerations
place constraints on multistable metamateria
and their engineering realization at various leng

This work is part of the Dutch Research
(NWO) and was performed at the research
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